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Abstract
Creative movement is one of the teaching and learning methods that helps to develop one’s potential in communicating expressions creatively, applied through a series of movements. This type of learning relies on imaginations to explore movements, depending on the types of movements to be created. Exploration of creative movements by using variety of props lead to the freedom of ideas in creative imaginations. The ability to master the process of movements’ creation by using props is essential in giving interpretations and forming the thoughts towards active and dynamic levels, to improve imaginative abilities. Therefore, this research was conducted to discover how the use of props helped in improving children’s imaginative abilities through exploration of creative movements. Props were selected as tools and stimuli to enable the children to carry out imaginative explorations in movements, portraying their creative ideas. Important focus was given to kinesthetic stimulation in forming a series of movements to improve imaginative abilities, because children have their own ideas in creating desired movements. The important components such as usage of body, space, time, and energy were applied as the foundations in practicing creative movements. Qualitative method was used for this research, involving 16 subjects of 6-year-old children. Analyses by observations of participants and list of tasks to be accomplished were conducted to record the children’s skills. Therefore, this research had given the chance for the children to develop their talents in imaginative abilities. Useful alternatives can also be gained, to give variety of teaching and learning methods based on children’s exploration of imaginations, which can further lead to expressive communications through props and movements.
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Introduction
According to Ramakrishnan (1998) and Ayob (1994), opening up opportunities in education towards creative directions, by implementing creative movements as extra module in teaching and learning, is a very useful alternative in implications of learning. Further, Leopold (1963) has stated that the use of props in creative movement activities will result in positive implications for teaching and learning activities. Therefore, if these are implemented in teaching, recreational and co-curricular activities in school, children will have good opportunities to explore and spread their inner talents in creative movements. This research aimed to give the opportunity for children in developing and improving their imaginative abilities through creative movement activities. The discussion includes the use of five types of props such as: (1) Hula hoop - a circular-shaped hoop made of plastic; (2) Pom-pom - props made of plastic shredded into fine streamers; (3) Handkerchiefs – little square-shaped fabrics; (4) Ribbon - colored papers cut into long streamers; (5) Hand fan – folded semi-circular paper or fabric with holder made of plastic. This study also identified the implication of using props by the children after undergoing creative movement activities. These alternatives to conventional teaching methods were based on explorative abilities in order to project expressions by communicating through props and creative movements. According to Smith (2005), it has been stated that learning processes that incorporate the use of props in creative movements will provide the chance for the children to play around and explore their ideas to create interesting forms of movements. The ability to shape up the props in a variety of creative ways is also a good chance for children to develop their imaginations. Apart from that, interesting and unique creative space provided enables new knowledge to be absorbed and applied in the teaching and learning methods. This also relates to different experiences for different situations in teaching and learning as the medium of interaction for the children in order to achieve creative thinking skills (Mayer, 1989). Thus, in the research, the children were free to explore their imaginations and creative movements with their peers, as well as building up their own ideas and confidence. According to Wood (1990), there is generally a lack of freedom and opportunities given for children to express their ideas creatively and actively through movements. By taking this statement into consideration, this research also aimed to make the children realize on how to effectively use body movements by searching actively for creative ideas in forming these movements.

Objective
This research aims to examine the effects of using props through creative movement in improving students’ imaginative abilities.

Methodology
Qualitative design was used for the research methodology. The researchers used the method of participant observation in collecting the data. Together with two instructors involved, the researchers conducted sessions of creative movement activities by using props with the subjects, who were 16 children aged 6 years old. There were 12 sessions conducted where the children were instructed to use the props provided, namely (1) Hula hoop, (2) Pom-pom, (3) Handkerchief, (4) Ribbon dan (5) Hand fan. These sessions were also recorded as data observation for the researchers.
to observe and analyze the children’s levels of improvement in the creative movement activities.

**Research Findings**

These following explanations were the detailed analyses of observations carried out towards the children’s use of props in the creative movement activities.

1. **Hula hoop**

   Based on earlier observation on children’s use of pom-pom hand props, the researchers found out that 8 children did not manage to complete the movement assignment by using hula hoop. From the observation, these children were just using the hula-hoop by just spinning them during activities with their teacher. Another 8 children managed to create several movements by using the hula hoop. In the earlier stage, it was observed that the children showed good response and enthusiasm by competing with each other to grab the hula-hoop props. On the second week, 5 out of 8 children observed, managed to successfully complete the movement assignment. However, 3 more children could not complete said assignment.

2. **Pom-pom**

   In terms of the use of pom-pom, it was observed in the earlier stage that the children had never seen pom-pom props before, based on recognition questions asked by the researchers. Therefore, the children had never held and used pom-pom before. During the distribution of the props, it was observed that the children were just spinning the pom-pom around with their hands. Thus, lack of understanding and exploration on said props among the children, were observed at the beginning stage. Later, a total of 7 children managed to accomplish several movements in this activity, while 9 more children were still playing around and teasing their friends, and could not be controlled.

3. **Handkerchief**

   The children managed to do several physical exercises such as jumping, running, and walking, while holding the handkerchief as props. They used the given space for movements, but it was also observed that several children did not follow the instructions given. The researchers had also instructed the children to form a circle by using the handkerchief props. Through this activity, 14 children managed to successfully follow the instructions and completed the activity. However, 2 children seemed quiet and non-cooperative. They just put the handkerchief props on their shoulders and could not complete the assignment.

4. **Ribbon**

   The children showed extra interest and enjoyment during the distribution of the ribbon props, showing that they liked the items. They managed to explore several movements with the ribbon props based on their own creative ideas. Thus, it was observed by the researchers that the ribbon props were the easiest to be used by the children for creative movement activities. It was seen that only 3 out of 16 children who could not manage to carry out movement activities by using the ribbons. It was therefore derived that the 3 children were more interested to use other props.

5. **Hand fan**

   The researchers distributed hand fan props to the children. It was observed that most of the children encountered difficulty to fold and unfold the hand fans. This was also because of their small hands. However, 6 children showed prior knowledge and recognition of the use of hand fans, thus they managed the props more easily. The researchers demonstrated easy steps of movements such
as spinning around and turning to the left and right while holding and moving the hand fans. 6 children showed interest in the activity and they did the movements well. However, 10 children were still hesitating in doing the movements. They made mistakes in following the order of movements, and also did not focus well.

Based on the activities conducted by the researchers and instructors, it was observed that the children had improved in using props through creative movements. It was analyzed that there was a certain level of improvement in each session recorded. The improvement comprised of the ability to respond to the music that accompanied their movements, moving specifically following the tempo, and forming synchronized movements. Apart from that, the researchers could observe the children’s imaginative abilities through their creative movements by making use of the body, space, tempo, energy, and time factors. The successful development of imaginations here refer to how the children responded well from the instructions given, forming various creative movements from session to session. The development of children’s imaginative abilities was also observed when they no longer merely copied their instructors’ movements, but came up with their own ideas to portray their desired movements instead. However, there were a few children who could not successfully develop their imaginative abilities.

Based on the interview with their teachers, it was discovered that this group of children were naturally quiet, introvert and inactive in class, resulting in them encountering difficulty to improve in the activities. Besides that, it was also reported by the teacher that there was a lack of creative activities done in the kindergarten, therefore some children might not easily get used to such activities in the research. From several activities carried out throughout the 12 sessions, the researchers had also observed that there was a significant improvement in the children’s ability to understand and respond to the instructions in creative movements. A good example was portrayed in the teamwork effort of the children, where successful communication and the spirit of working together, managed to be achieved by the children.

The good communication achieved lead to the successful variety of creative and unique movements created by using the props provided. The children were also observed to have better grasp and control in their movements’ directions and formations. For example, in the earlier stages, the children were always confused whether to move to the left or right, or up and down in their movements and props, but they became more synchronized as the sessions went on. They had also improved in following the correct rhythm and tempo during the later sessions of creative movement activities.
Conclusion
From this research, it is concluded that the experience in improving the performance of children through creative movement activities by using props relate to how the exploration activities can provide them with an active stimulus to think, find and display the skills available to be performed through the movements. More specifically in details, the research concludes that:
(1) Creative movements have helped to improve the children’s potentials in imaginative abilities through exploration and creation of desired movements to portray.
(2) The props enabled the children to explore, build and create their forms of movements more creatively and imaginatively. Based on this research, the 16 respondents chosen from the children involved had undergone exploratory processes by using body, energy, and rhythm factors in the beginning stage.
(3) Most of the children showed good interest, but there were also several who could not improve more in imaginative abilities, as well as lacking focus during the movements’ exploration processes.
The researchers also observed and stated that the teacher who conducted the activities should attract the children’s attention first to ensure eager participation from them. If the children were keenly interested, they would voluntarily participate in the activity from the beginning until the completion of the activity. It was also observed that the children were excited to participate more upon seeing colorful props, therefore colors played an important role for the props used. Hence, creative movements should be implemented on a continuous stage in the teaching and learning activities. This is because it helps the children to create imaginative and creative movements by using the props’ aid too. Apart from that, the use of music is also important to children to help stimulate their minds creatively, in order to portray their desired movements clearly. The researchers felt that the time was spent meaningfully and productively in the creative movement processes with the children, due to the children’s inquisitive in learning, as well as their understanding and openness to the experience. The children were also very honest and innocent in getting from one task to another in the creative movement processes. Therefore, this helps the researchers to shape up the activities well, and also to assign teachers that the children like and could cooperate with, for the creative movement activities.
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